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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

March 2016

A

s the incoming President of the IMGL,
and on behalf of all IMGL members, I
would like to express congratulations
and gratitude to our immediate past president,
Joerg Hofmann, for a job well done. During his
two year term Joerg was a tireless promoter of
the IMGL and its mission.
One of the main purposes of the IMGL is to
be an educational organization. To that end two
years ago Joerg introduced the IMGL Masterclass
concept at ICE in London. The IMGL Masterclass
Program is now held in connection with various
gaming conferences around the world and enables
conference attendees to hear from panels of
experts on the latest developments in the gaming
industry. These panels consist of leading gaming
experts including gaming attorneys, regulators,
members of the gaming industry, consultants
and educators. The IMGL Masterclass concept
has proven so popular that in 2016 the IMGL
will be conducting Masterclasses in connection
with G2E Asia; the Gaming Summit in Gibraltar;
the iGaming Super Show in Amsterdam; the
KPMG e-Gaming Summit on the Isle of Man;
the iGaming Seminar in Malta; the Eastern
European Gaming Summit in Sofia, Bulgaria; the
European Associates for the Study of Gaming;
and the IAGR Conference in Sydney, Australia.
As a result of the popularity of the Masterclass
concept, our leadership is currently reviewing
additional requests for holding Masterclass
programs at other gaming conferences and events
around the world. Stay tuned for further details.
In February the IMGL co-sponsored the
American Bar Association’s Gaming Law Minefield
program which was well attended and had an
outstanding group of panelists. The IMGL spring
conference is just around the corner and will be
held in San Francisco. The conference dates
are April 20-22. Not only will there be panels
on Daily Fantasy Sports from both the industry

and relations perspective, there will also be a
dual track agenda with one track dedicated to
Indian gaming. The conference will be held at
the Fairmont Hotel and featured speakers will
include the Honorable Willie Brown, former Mayor
of San Francisco, and Carmen Policy, the former
general manager of the San Francisco FortyNiners NFL football team. Many thanks to the
co-chairs John Maloney and John Roberts for
their commitment in organizing the conference.
IMGL’s fall conference will be held in
Dublin, Ireland, this year on October 23-25.
The conference will be held at the Shelbourne
Hotel, one of Dublin’s oldest and most elegant
hotels located on St. Stephen’s Green. More
details to follow.
As part of the IMGL’s educational mission we
now have six major publications: European Gaming
Lawyer; American Gaming Lawyer; Canadian
Gaming Lawyer; Asian Gaming Lawyer, Indian
Gaming Lawyer, and La Ley Del Juego, which is
published in the Spanish language and focuses
on all Spanish speaking jurisdictions in Europe,
Central and South America. These publications
have become a valuable source of information on
the latest legal and industry developments in the
gaming industry. I encourage all of our members
to contribute content to these publications.
Our membership continues to grow and our
receptions at ICE and G2E Asia continue to be
great networking and relationship building events.
The IMGL reception at G2E Asia will be held on
May 18th at the Venetian Macau. I encourage
any members who travel to Macau for G2E Asia
to attend the reception. As evidenced from the
many IMGL events around the world, 2016 looks
to be a busy year for the IMGL and its members,
and I look forward to seeing and working with
you to further promote the IMGL brand.
Mike Zatezalo
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EDITOR’S LETTER

T

Corruption, crime
and gambling

he gaming world in Asia is looking gloomy
judging by the shrinking pie of the casino
industry. Ever since the Chinese government
launched a sustained crackdown on corruption
a few years ago, the lifestyle of the rich and
opulent has taken a dip. The association with the
wealthy lifestyle is unbefitting of civil servants.
Businessmen who are seen to be entertaining
and cultivating these bureaucratic connections
have been called in for questioning. The fear that
has been instilled in being associated with the
circle of influential friends or political masters is
sufficient to drive a change in behaviour where
excessive and wanton consumption has given
way to moderation. I have personally seen
many high class restaurants and clubs in China
literally being shut down for business due to the
lack of patronage.
Macau has not seen brighter days since. It
has driven more Chinese casino patrons away
from the gambling centre of Asia. Gambling has
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often been portrayed in the media and the silver
screens as being associated with the opulence
of excesses and shady income being put on the
table in exchange for betting chips. Is there any
real connection between corruption, crime and
the gambling industry? Perhaps this crackdown
will mold a different behaviour for the better where
patrons with undesirable sources of funds no
longer play at better regulated casinos.
In this series, we have some useful articles
focusing on the Macau gaming industry, in
particular to the issue of gaming promoters, self
exclusion programmes for problem gamblers,
the battle against money laundering and counter
terrorism financing efforts. We hope you will gain
something useful from these articles.
Yours sincerely
Yap Wai Ming
Morgan Lewis Stamford LLC
Singapore
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EVENT SPONSORS

IMGL would like to recognize the following sponsors for their generous contributions to the IMGL
spring conference, held at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco, California, April 20-22, 2016.

PLATINUM SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORS

GALA DINNER SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR
Interested in becoming a sponsor for IMGL’s next event?
Contact IMGL Director of Development and Education,
Morten Ronde at morten@gaminglawmasters.com

www.gaminglawmasters.com
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Gaming promoters in Macau:
what changes lie ahead?
Ease of travel to very large integrated resorts, the rise of gaming promoters and the
VIP Baccarat market were the main drivers of the very substantial increase in gaming
revenue in Macau that took place during what can be described as an extremely
successful “boom decade” that ended in 2013.

Jorge
Godinho*
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T

he regulations on gaming promoters were passed initially
in 2002. Then in 2004 casinos and promoters were
authorized to grant credit. Competition for promoters
then became quite intense and, as a result, the commissions
payable to them rose to the point where a cap had to be
imposed by law in 2009, which was set at 1.25 percent of
net rolling revenue.
Recently, the situation has been changing fast. The casino
mass market is still generally rising. However, after peaking
in 2013, since 2014 the revenue of the VIP sector has been
slowing, due to a series of factors. These include a general
economic downturn, a tightened smoke ban in Macau, and
more anti-money laundering controls and enforcement in
mainland China on the flow of funds.
As a result, the revenue generated by the VIP sector
may never return to where it was or, if it does, that will take
many years to happen. A qualitative change has effectively
materialized and continues to be underway. Some gaming
promoters have closed their operations. There are only
around 140 licensed gaming promoters at the moment,
sharply down from more than 200 licensed promoters just
a few years ago.
Adding to the troubles of the VIP sector, in mid-2015 a
scandal broke out after funds allegedly disappeared from
one large gaming promoter. In September 2015, immediately
after the scandal, the regulator (DICJ) took action and
announced its intention to advance a substantial legal reform

of the current regulations applicable to gaming promoters.
The reforms that were announced do not focus only
on points relating directly to this case and are intended to
have a broader scope. At the same time, a new regulation
for the prevention and detection of money laundering in the
gaming sector is being prepared. It is well known that Macau
is constantly under pressure from the Asia Pacific Group on
money laundering and financing of terrorism issues. Meetings
with the association of licensed gaming promoters are also
taking place. In other words, reform is definitely in the air.
Reform agenda
What exactly are the points of the regulation that will
change? A number of reform topics were succinctly mentioned
by the regulator late last year in a press release:
• new requirements relating to capital and shares,
guarantee deposit, accounting and auditing;
• increase of public disclosure and transparency, namely
a list of directors, shareholders, key employees and
employees;
• to consider employees of gaming promoters who exercise
functions of a financial nature as key employees.
Some comments are in order on what some of these
announced reform issues may mean.
Currently gaming promoters may have various business
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forms: sole proprietorship, private company, single shareholder
private company or public company. Standard company law
rules apply to the capital of gaming promoters. These include
minimal capital requirements in relation to private companies
and single shareholder private companies. Therefore, the
reform will surely consist in setting the bar much higher on
capital standards. Heightened financial capital requirements
certainly seem appropriate.
The need for a guarantee deposit was also mentioned
as a possible future requirement. This could be a system
like that currently in force for travel agents, who are required
to effect a cash payment or to provide a bank guarantee
on first demand to the Government. This money may be
used to accommodate emergency situations and deal with
disgruntled clients if the need arises, so that clients do not
have to wait for the result of possibly protracted litigation or
risk receiving nothing. The question on this front will be on
the amount that will be required.
The proposal to consider employees of gaming promoters
who exercise functions of a financial nature as key employees
clearly has the purpose of subjecting them to suitability
investigations, which are already required for the directors
and shareholders of gaming promoters.
Overall, it remains to be seen whether this announced
package of amendments to the law will effectively amount to a
major expansion of the existing regulation. In general, further
development of the regulation is justified and probably should
have been done a few years ago already, immediately after
gaming promoters were allowed to legally grant credit, an
activity of a financial nature that should trigger an appropriate
regulatory framework.
It is clear that gaming promoters are indispensable for
the Macau gaming market and will always be, as a necessary
network of agents and credit granters who bear risks. In
this context, the way forward is to improve and expand the
regulation. This goes together with a stricter enforcement
of the money laundering laws.
The legislative process does not yet have a timeline so
it is not clear whether it will unfold in the coming months.
One of the doubts is whether it shall be carried out by means
of a Law of the Legislative Assembly or via Administrative
Regulation of the Chief Executive. If changes are needed

to Law 16/2001 (the main gaming piece of legislation), or to
criminal law provisions, the Legislative Assembly will have
exclusive competence on these aspects and the process
may or may not take longer.
Conclusion
In the opinion of this writer, the opportunity should
be taken to reform other points. Perhaps it would be
appropriate to revise the definition of gaming promoter,
who are today described as organizers of gambling trips,
without reference to their key power to grant credit. Another
point to consider would be the possible desirability of having
different categories of gaming promoters (‘big’ vs ‘small’)
instead of a one-size-fits-all solution, as there may be a
vast range of situations.
The opportunity could be also taken to refine the rules
on the liability of the casino gaming sub/concessionaires
for the activity of gaming promoters. Current law states that
there is an obligation by sub-concessionaires to supervise
the activities of the gaming promoters with whom they work,
so that if things go wrong then the concessionaires are liable
for the activity of gaming promoters. However, it is not clear
whether this liability is administrative only or also contractual.
The interdisciplinary nature of gaming law is a constant
source of hesitations of this kind. The law and a clause of the
concession contracts both say that such liability is “towards
the Government”, which seems to mean that this liability is
limited to administrative and regulatory issues (including
the payment of fines) and does not extend to contract law
matters, but the matter is disputed.
*About the author
Jorge Godinho is a visiting professor at the Faculty of Law of the
University of Macau, where he coordinates the Master and postgraduate
program in International Business Law. Jorge joined the Faculty of
Law as full-time assistant professor in 2004 and became an associate
professor in September 2009. His current academic interest is now
gaming law. He holds a PhD from the European University Institute
in Florence, Italy, and a Masters degree in Law at the University
of Macau, with a thesis on the crime of money laundering. Prior to
embarking on an academic career, he has practiced law in Portugal
and Macau, and has worked in the Government in Macau, in the
Legal Affairs Dept and in the Monetary Authority.
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Self-Exclusion of Problem
Gamblers in Macau
One of the small but significant developments introduced by Law 10/2012 of
28 August 2012 was the addition of a novel legal provision that allowed for
the voluntary self-exclusion of persons from casino venues in Macau.
Luis
Pessanha*

T

he regulation for the self-exclusion of problem gamblers
was enacted under article 6 of Law 10/2012, which
approved the new framework on the Conditions of
Entering, Working and Gaming at Casinos and revoked for the
first (and so far only) time three articles of the casino gaming
law approved by Law 16/2001 of 24 September 2001, in the
following terms:
1. The Director of the Gaming Inspection and Coordination
Bureau may prohibit a person from entering all or some of
the casinos, for a maximum period of two years, upon the
application of an individual to exclude himself from casinos,
or upon the confirmation of an exclusion request made by his
spouse, ascendant, descendant or a family member related to
him within the second degree of kinship by blood.
2. The excluded person may apply for revocation of the
exclusion order mentioned in the previous paragraph at any
time [within the exclusion period], but such revocation will only
come into effect 30 days after a request for revocation of the
exclusion order is submitted.
3. The exclusion order mentioned in paragraph 1 may
be extended, after the exclusion order has expired or the
revocation of an exclusion order, by means of a new selfexclusion application or after the applicant has confirmed a
new third-party exclusion application.
As such, the model of exclusion adopted by the Macau
lawmaker is strictly voluntary, but the exclusion procedure may
be initiated by certain third parties, who need to be immediate
family members of the excluded person. In that case, however,
the excluded person will need to offer his consent to the request
made by such third parties, without which the application made
by these third parties will not be successful.
This point raised some doubts at the time of the approval
of Law 10/2012, as it severely limits the ability of spouses,
children, parents and siblings to force a problem gambler to
be excluded from casinos, as happens currently in Singapore,
where a person may be excluded if the gambling behavior of
the excluded person has caused serious harm to his family.
The Macau lawmaker decided not to follow the Singaporean
model of Family Exclusion, which would require an adversary
administrative procedure to allow for the Gaming Inspection and
Coordination Bureau to hear all interested parties, in particular
to offer opportunity for the person to be excluded to make a
written representation in relation to the application, and decide,
in each case, whether there are sufficient facts and evidences
to warrant the exclusion of a problem gambler. This decision
could then be challenged by judicial review.
Further, there was a broader and fundamental objection
to individuals being prohibited from entering casinos against
their will, restricting their freedom to dispose of their own assets
and property as they see best fit, solely or chiefly to preserve
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the inheritance or other property interests of immediate family
members. Hence, Law 10/2012 appears to assume that each
individual is free and capable to decide if he wishes to be excluded
from the local casinos, and offer his consent freely, even if he is
suffering from a gaming addiction, which is obviously disputable.
The self-exclusion scheme set under Law 10/2012 is
extremely flexible in terms of both cancelation and renewal of
an exclusion order. With regards to the cancelation, there is
no minimum period that needs to expire; an excluded person
can make an application for revocation of the exclusion order
at any time; and such cancelation will come into effect after
30 days, to allow sufficient time for the Gaming Inspection
and Coordination Bureau to process the request and notify all
casino operators. There are no substantial requirements that
need to be fulfilled by the excluded person for this purpose. It
would be preferable that the exclusion order have a minimum
exclusion period (of six months or a year) and that an individual
should not be allowed to leave the scheme before the exclusion
period expired, to increase the protection of problem gamblers.
In terms of the renewal of an exclusion order, the law
does not allow for an open ended exclusion but dictates that
the exclusion order should be valid for a maximum period of 2
years. The model allows the excluded person to request one
or more extensions of the exclusion order, potentially allowing
for its continuous renewal.
The exclusion order may apply to all casinos in Macau, or
only to certain casino venues, which appears to be designed to
allow for casino employees to enter their working premises, and
request to be excluded from all other casino venues. It should be
noted that, as a general rule, under article 4/3 of Law 10/2012,
casino employees are not allowed to gamble in the casino they
work, or in any other casinos operated by his employer, so it
would be sufficient for a problem gambler employed in a casino
to apply for the self-exclusion of the remaining casino properties
in Macau. There is anecdotal evidence that suggests that certain
casino employees in Macau, namely the table games dealers,
are particularly prone to become problem gamblers, and that a
sizeable number of the current applicants to the self-exclusion
scheme are employed in the local gaming industry.
The official data on the casino exclusion applications,
made available by the Gaming Inspection and Coordination
Bureau, suggests that the self-exclusion scheme is modestly
successful, while the number of applications remains low if one
considers the overall number of gamblers, mostly tourists, in
the Macau casino gaming market. It can also be concluded
that the exclusion initiated by third parties, while consisting of
approximately only 10 percent of the self-exclusion requests, is
been consistently utilized, which indicates that there is indeed
a number of cases in which the excluded person does not
submitted an application for an exclusion order by himself, but
does offer his consent when he is informed that an immediate
family member has submitted an application for exclusion.
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Data on Casino Exclusion Applications
2016
Items

Self-Exclusion
Third Party
Exclusion
Total

2012

2013

2014

2015

1st Qtr.

2nd Qtr.

3rd Qtr.

4th Qtr.

Total

27

252

262

328

86

--

--

--

86

3

24

18

27

4

--

--

--

4

30

276

280

355

90

--

--

--

90

Source: Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau

The current self-exclusion scheme does suffer from a number
of obvious shortcomings, namely that it does not require that
an excluded person is removed from the marketing databases
of the casinos and is not contacted during the period of selfexclusion. There is also no specific regulation on the protection
of personal data that is submitted for the purpose of the selfexclusion program, to ensure the privacy of the excluded
persons. While general data protection laws will apply, it would
be advantageous to have a number of specific regulations.
The self-exclusion scheme currently only covers the casino
operators, while other gaming suppliers are not included in the
exclusion order, which could allow for an excluded person to
gamble outside of casinos, namely in the Macau Jockey Club
or in venues offering Pari-mutuels or sports betting. There is
no clear reason why a self-exclusion scheme should apply
only to casino gaming, and it appears obvious that a problem
gambler could divert from casino to other forms of gambling.
Moreover, in surprising fashion, and in all likelihood
unintentionally, under article 12 of Law 10/2012 the failure
to comply with an exclusion order constitutes a crime of
disobedience punishable by up to one year in prison or with a
fine of 120 days. That means that if a self-excluded person does
not comply with an exclusion order he will not only be asked to

leave or conceivably forfeit all winnings or chips, tokens and
vouchers in his possession or control at the time, but that the
self-excluded person may be prosecuted for a criminal offense.
One fails to see why a problem gambler, that breaches an
exclusion order while battling his gambling addiction, should
be subjected to criminal prosecution. This clearly unreasonable
legal provision has not, at least as far as we are aware, ever
been applied to cases of self-exclusion. One assumes that the
apparent lack of enforcement is a living testament to the fact
that the enforcement agencies do not consider it reasonable to
pursue criminal charges for the simple breach of an exclusion
order in these types of cases.
*About the author
Luís Pessanha is a part-time lecturer at the Faculty of Law of the
University of Macau, where he lectures in tax and administrative
law. He is a Senior Legal Adviser at the Legislative Assembly of
the Macau SAR. He earned his L.L.B. from the New University
of Lisbon, has a postgraduate from the Catholic University of
Lisbon and obtained his L.L.M. from the University of Macau.
He may be reached via e-mail at luisp@umac.mo.
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To be or not to be… an official
– that is the question1
Historically, gaming activity has always been seen as something immoral and
dangerous to the community, either because of religious reasons (greed and love for
money is one of the seven mortal sins) or for social reasons (families disrupted due
to gambling vice, criminality associated with the need to obtain money for gambling
by addicted gamblers, public money spent on the recovery of addicted gamblers,
and immoral or illegal activities usually associated with the gaming activity, such as
organized crime and prostitution).

T
Filipe
Figueiredo*

hus, whenever a country or region/state decides to
legalize gaming activity it does not liberalize the activity
by granting all privates the opportunity to enter into
such business. Rather one of two paths is usually used: (i) the
activity is conducted by privates subject to a strict procedure
for obtaining a license (as in the USA), or (ii) the activity is
considered a public activity and can only be developed by
a governmental body.
In Macau, paragraph 1 of article 7 of Law 16/2001 (legal
regime for gaming activity in casinos), states that gaming
activity is reserved to the Macau SAR except if a concession
by an administrative contract is granted by the Macau SAR
to a company.
According to this article, Macau opted for the second
path and considers gaming activity as a public activity or an
activity of public interest to be pursued by the Macau SAR;
and if pursued by privates, such privates are considered to
be pursuing an activity of public interest.
The granting of gaming activity by Macau SAR to a
private is done under a concession agreement.
In legal terms, the most important requirement to
consider a certain deal as a concession is the circumstance
of granting a private the management of a public activity
under its own name and responsibility2. In fact, when we
face a real concession the private party replaces the public
1. A small tribute to Shakespeare on the year of the celebration of the
400th anniversary of his death.
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party in providing a public service or an activity of public
interest and is not merely cooperating with the public party.
Although this does not amount to any particular regime
regarding the employment relation between the concessionary
and its employees, which is ruled by the labor relation law
(Law 7/2008), it is important for criminal matters.
Even though it is not a unanimous understanding by the
Macau courts, in our opinion and considering the final part of
subparagraph c) of paragraph 2 of article 336 of the Criminal
Code, the employee of a Casino shall be considered an official
for criminal purposes. This is also the general understanding
of the Macau Second Instance Court (see decision 145/2005
of 13 October 2005, decision 570/2007 of 6 November 2008
and decision 687/2009 of 11 February 2010 – this one with
a dissent opinion from judge Tam Hio Wa3).
It is important to state that until 2002, while the Legislative
Regulation 1496 of 4 July 1961 was in force, the courts
considered without any doubt that a casino employee was
an official. But all changed when more than one gaming
concessionaire appeared.
The general understanding of the Second Instance Court,
2. Pedro Gonçalves, Direito dos Contratos Públicos, Almedina, 2015,
pg. 498.
3. For further arguments in favour of non considering casino employees
as officials see the Public Prosecutor’s opinion in the decision 687/2009
and Júlio Pereira, Textos Seleccionados sobre integridade – Crimes
Funcionais, Comissariado contra a Corrupção da RAEM.
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with which we agree, is grounded on the difference between
exclusivity and monopoly. The court considers that although
there is more than one gaming concession, this does not
mean that gaming activity has been liberalized. In fact, the
existence of more than one gaming concessionaire does not
mean that the activity is only subject to a certain behavior
or authorization, as in the restaurant or communication
business. The gaming activity is subject to a public tender
and the law provides in paragraph 2 of article 7 of Law
16/2001 the maximum number of concessions that may exist4.
This means that this activity is regarded with special
care by the Macau legislator, considering its vital importance
to Macau’s economy as well as the externalities of such
activity (most of them negative – gaming addiction,
crime and other activities seen as socially bad such as
prostitution that usually go hand in hand with the gaming
activity). In addition we cannot forget that at the term of
the concession all assets used on the gaming activity will
revert to the Macau SAR (which, in our opinion is a major
argument for considering gaming activity as an activity of
public interest).
Finally and considering that we are talking about an
activity of public interest we do not think reasonable to
change the previous undisputed understanding just because
the monopoly regime ended but was not replaced by a real
liberalization of this economic sector.
At this point the reader may be thinking that this is just
another academic discussion with no real implication but,
as we intend to demonstrate below, it is quite important to
establish a uniform understanding of this issue.
If we consider that casino employees shall be considered
officials their illegal acts may fall under certain crimes that
only officials can commit (see articles 337 to 350 of the
Criminal Code) as corruption, embezzlement (“peculato”)
or violation of secrecy.
This has a special meaning when crimes committed
by dealers have been rising5.
If we consider that the acts behind theft, breach of
trust (“abuso de confiança”) and embezzlement are very
similar (appropriation without using force of something
4. In economic terms we can say that although not a monopoly, the
gaming business is conducted under an oligopoly model.
5. In 2013 crimes committed by dealers rose 85% year on year (http://
portugues.tdm.com.mo/radio_new.php?ra=nd&nid=6305) and news
regarding such crimes are very common (http://jtm.com.mo/local/casino-roubado-por-croupier-quatro-desempregados/).

that belongs to someone else), we will find out that theft
is punishable with imprisonment up to 3 years or up to 5
years, depending on the value of the asset that was stolen
and that it depends on the complaint of the victim. Also
breach of trust may depend on complaint of the victim and
the penalty is imprisonment up to 3, 5 or 8 years depending
on the value of the asset.
As to embezzlement, which can only be committed by
an official, the penalty is imprisonment from 1 to 8 years
and it does not depend on any complaint. There is only
need to communicate the facts to the police or the Public
Prosecutor’s office.
On the other hand, considering casino employees
as officials enables them to better perform their duties
as employees of a private that performs an activity of
public interest, as they are better protected by criminal
laws against some acts that may be committed against
them while they perform their job. Articles 311 and 312 of
the Criminal Code define specific crimes that can only be
committed against officials. At the same time the penalty
for crimes such as libel and insult, if committed against an
official, is aggravated and in accordance with article 182 of
the Criminal Code, such crimes are considered semi-public
(a complaint is needed) and not private (a prosecution by
the victim is necessary).
Conclusion
The uniformity of the understanding of casino employees
being officials or not is of utmost importance and has real
implications.
In our opinion, considering that the gaming activity
is of public interest, its importance as source of revenue
to Macau SAR and all the effects that crimes committed
inside a casino have in Macau society, the Court of Second
Instance is correct when it considers casino employees
as officials.
This understanding grants casino employees a better
protection against problematic or abuser gamblers or
patrons, as these will be severely punished and the criminal
procedure will not depend on the employee prosecution but
only on its complaint to the police or the Public Prosecutor
or even on the communication of facts.
On the other hand, considering that gaming activity
is the second biggest employer in Macau (the first one
being the Government) and that it is an activity of public
interest reserved to the Macau SAR, the crimes committed
by casino employees should be subject to more severe
penalties due to their impact on the community.
To be or not to be an official – should not be the question!
*About the author
Filipe Figueiredo is a lawyer with Macau law firm Jorge Neto
Valente. Filipe graduated from the Faculty of Law of the University
of Coimbra in 2003 and concluded in 2008 the master in Juridical
Economic Sciences by the same University. He is a member of
the Portuguese Bar Association, the Macau Lawyers Association
and the Portuguese Tax Association.
.
OFFICES: Avenida Dr. Mário Soares, no.25,
Montepio Building, Apt. 25, 2nd floor, Macau
Avenida da Amizade no. 555, Macau Landmark
Building, ICBC Tower, 15th floor, Macau
Tel: +853 2871 2668 / +853 2838 2222
Fax: +853 2878 5266 / +853 2871 2633
Website: www.jnvlegal.com
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Side-betting of
the Multiplier
in the Casinos
of Macau

S
Hugo
Luz dos
Santos*

Introduction
ide betting is increasingly an issue of concern for the
gaming industry. It unfairly exploits bets placed in
an authorized casino to conduct clandestine parallel
betting, which are linked to the outcomes and payoffs of
the lawful wagers. This activity is made possible thanks
to a side agreement between the player placing the bets
and a third party who promises to cover an additional
illegal parallel bet. What appears to be a simple bet
placed at a certain casino table might represent hidden
supplementary wagers. Hence, a single dollar lost or won
in a bet at a casino table may well correspond to two, five,
ten or even hundred tax-free dollars under a parallel bet
agreed with a third party. It is clear that side betting is a
threat to gaming revenues, if a substantial portion of the
sizeable bets placed by the premium players are done
off the record under the table by way of private betting
agreements. Since as of 2007 approximately 66.5 percent
of the casino revenues of the Macau SAR were obtained
in the VIP and premium gaming market it is obvious that
this is a matter of great interest for Macau2.
Background - What is side-betting or the multiplier?
They are agreements between a third party and a
patron whereby the amount formally credited is only a
fraction of the real amount, which remains concealed. In
side-betting, the real value of each bet is multiplied; the
nominal value is not the real value. This creates a parallel
betting scheme that is not taxed, but it goes through official
casinos and follows the rules of the games. In side-betting,
both the casino takes bets and the junket for a parallel,
untaxed betting scheme. This generates a direct erosion
of the tax revenue. From a contract law point of view, side
betting is a sham transaction or relative simulation, so that
a fraction of the transactions goes untaxed, but not all3.
Background – Legal Implications: Severe Erosion of
Tax Revenue.
We agree with the legal classification of relative
simulation (Art 233, paragraph 1, of the Civil Code of
Macau), rather than the legal classification of an indirect
legal transaction (originally) valid.
The simulated transaction is null (Art 232, paragraph
2, of the Civil Code of Macau).
It is connatural to the simulation that the mischievous
2. In this sense, ANTÓNIO RAMIREZ/LUÍS PESSANHA, “Side-Betting in Macau”, in: urbino.net.
3. See JORGE GODINHO, “Casino Gaming in Macau: Evolution, Regulation and Challenges”, in: UNLV Gaming Law Journal (UNLVGLJ),
Volume 5, Issue 1, (2014), p. 21.
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intent to deceive third parties (the casinos of Macau and
the National Treasury of Macau), as they purposefully
hide from them something relevant in the transaction by
creating a false appearance that can relate to the identity
of the parties on the price, on the type, on the content, or
on another element of the transaction (Art 232, paragraph
1, of the Civil Code of Macau). The form adopted in
transactions is never revealed 4. This revelation would
be incompatible with the simulation and could only be
achieved without it.
Therefore, the contracting parties have the firm
intention of misleading others, primarily the casinos and
the National Treasury of Macau.
Inextricably linked with this illegal behavior is the direct
erosion of the tax revenues emerging from the casinos,
arguably the main source of income of Macau, SAR.
This consideration is no small one. Macau depends
4. Therefore it is understood that the German legal claims in this respect
that “not every transaction is revealed”; see, in German doctrine,
DIETER MEDICUS, Allgemeiner Teil des BGB, 8. Auflage, Heidelberg,
(2002), p. 231 (n.º 594).
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documentation and registration of all credit lenders and
all credit borrowers in the casinos of Macau; it is not out
of the question to apply in this area the so-called omnibus
account, so fashionable in securities law.
Thus, on the basis of these direct ownership chains (on
behalf of, primarily, the credit lender) there will always be an
individual securities account5 opened in the name of each
and every one of the credit lenders and credit borrowers.
Normally, this individual securities account (Art 61 of
the Portuguese Securities Code of Portugal) is an omnibus
account - also called jumbo account.
These amounts ought to be accurately registered in
that omnibus account; meaning, the amounts loaned by
that credit lender to multiple credit borrowers in a given
calendar year.
This basic account is then split into successive records
and accounts mirror, held directly in the name of the credit
lender or, in case of more complex assumptions, even on
behalf of other intermediaries.
Overall, omnibus accounts are internal records of all
capital borrowed by the credit lender to each of the credit
borrowers of those capitals in a given calendar year.
As a result, through the omnibus accounts it is entirely
possible to determine the annual turnover (that is, the
total loaned capital in a specific calendar year) of a given
credit lender.
Inherently, it is also possible to accurately determine
the due tax amount of each credit lender, enabling the
National Treasury of Macau to recoup (at least) a fraction
of the amount that was part of the parallel betting scheme:
side-betting or the multiplier.

heavily on tax revenues collected from the gaming leisure
industry.
From this fact one should infer that the occurrence
of side-betting in the casinos of Macau may endanger, in
the long-run, the financial sustainability of Macau and the
intergenerational solidarity with future generations to come.
Discussion – Legal measures to curb side-betting or
the multiplier: Omnibus accounts
As highlighted above, erosion of tax revenues is
closely linked with the occurrence of side-betting or the
multiplier. Consequently, there have been growing concerns
about the concrete assortment of legal measures yet to
be undertaken in order to curtail this illegal phenomenon.
That vast array of legal measures should be driven
towards the indirect methods of assessing the tax base.
That is the only feasible way to accurately determine a
fraction of the due tax amount.
Therefore, having very firmly in mind that determination,
through indirect methods of assessing the tax base,
it is absolutely necessary to introduce mechanisms of

Conclusion
The Gaming Leisure Industry is the financial pillar
of Macau. Therefore, it is in the Macau Government´s
best interests to maintain a long-term sustainability of
the gaming industry.
Side-Betting or the Multiplier is now so ingrained in
the culture of the gaming leisure industry as a whole that
it will not cease to be a part of service industries anytime
in the foreseeable future.
For this specific reason, legal measures to curtail
the side-betting or the multiplier poses a considerable
challenge to the casino industry as a whole.
For the sake of long-term sustainability of the gaming
industry in Macau, such a challenge should be timely
embraced.
As a result, a wide range of apposite legal measures
should be adopted by the government of Macau, aiming to
curb the illegal phenomenon of side-betting or the multiplier.
*About the author
Hugo Luz dos Santos is a Portuguese Magistrate of the Public
Prosecutors Office. He has written several doctrinal articles
regarding Gaming in Macau and has published several scientific
articles concerning money laundering crime in Macau and Portugal,
where he is currently working.
His scientific research encompasses all legal branches as far as
the Macau Legal Framework is concerned.
5. See in the Italian doctrine, on the issue of determining the legitimacy
of the shareholder to exercise the voting rights with reference to a record
date, as it is the case in the United States, the United Kingdom and
Spain; NICOLA DI LUCA, “Titolarità vs. Legittimazione: a proposito di
record date, empty voting e “proprietà nacosta” di azioni”, in: Rivista di
diritto societário 2010/2012, (2012), pp. 312 e ff.
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Innovative Asian Betting
Model from Alderney

Alderney is a top tier jurisdiction well known for its innovative approach. For a
small island it has a huge reputation for marrying pragmatic regulation with a
flexible approach.

A
Susan
O’Leary*

sia is showing tremendous interest in what we can
offer. I have just returned from Hong Kong, Manila,
and Vietnam and was joined by our regulator Jorn
Starck in Macau for the iGaming Asia Congress, where we
spoke to delegates about how Alderney can help operators
reach global eGambling markets.
One of our recent innovative projects that benefit our
licensees and certificate holders is a regulatory structure
incorporating the agency model for Asian betting markets.
We recognised that just one person on behalf of all others
may place bets on popular sporting events in a typical Far
Eastern extended social structure. Credit may also be extended
by ‘agents’ to linked sub-accounts, where individuals can
place their own bets.
This is a cultural issue that is fraught with challenges for
the gambling companies who wish to operate, and be seen
to operate, to the highest regulatory standards.
Working closely with industry to find solutions to ensure
compliance with internationally acceptable standards,
specifically in the area of AML/CFT, the AGCC set to work.
After an in-depth review of Alderney’s regulatory requirements,
which are fully compliant with FATF standards, the AGCC
developed and launched the model, which is already being
used by a number of licensees.
This development again shows a uniquely pragmatic
yet innovative approach to regulation that is currently, and
will be, of genuine benefit to many operators. However, we
would emphasise that if a business only has short-term
prospects, Alderney may not be the ideal jurisdiction. That
said, if the business is following a long-term business plan of
steady growth and development and they ultimately want to
operate in other regulated markets then they should consider
Alderney as a jurisdiction.
There are a growing number of European operators who
are interested in Asian markets and the AGCC is looking to
reduce their “dual regulation burden”.

We are currently in active dialogue with First Cagayan in
Asia, and we expect many of our licensees to hold licences
both in Asian jurisdictions and in Alderney.
The AGCC has regulated operators and content providers
in countries that have yet to have their own online gambling
framework, also known as grey markets. This is well-trodden
ground for the AGCC. Now that more European markets are
maturing, becoming white markets, it is a natural move for
us to return to helping those operators and developers who
have grown in line with the top international standards in a
regulated environment.
Operators in yet-to-be regulated jurisdictions, such as
some Asian countries, are looking to be regulated to grow
their businesses in line with international best practice, like
the AGCC regime. This approach in turn provides such
businesses with a wider array of options available to them
in respect of doing business in the regulated space. Options
include increasing prospects for an exit strategy like an IPO or
a buy-out; or indeed making it easier to access well regarded
banks and payment processors to run their businesses.
Alderney does not have an overly prescriptive approach
to regulation. Typically, we work with operators to understand
the risks associated with the business with a view to agreeing
the best way to mitigate such risks. When entering regulated
jurisdictions, businesses will be judged on their record and
will be required to show that they can operate according to
certain standards.
These are a just a few of our latest developments for the
jurisdiction, but we work closely with operators, visiting our
licensees for an on-site inspection at least once a year. It
is a great opportunity to discuss, discover and assess what
changes are needed in the regulatory framework.
Alderney understands operators’ businesses and in that
process we have helped many who started small but have
grown to be large and successful. We are excited about
the growth in Asia in this arena and are looking forward to
helping these businesses grow and develop in line with the
best international standards in the sector.
If you would like to find out more then please contact me
at Alderney eGambling Limited on susan@AlderneyGambling.
com or viisit the website at www.alderneygambling.com.
*About the author
Susan O’Leary is Director of eCommerce at Alderney eGambling.
As a lawyer who has represented some of the world’s leading
eGambling operators and gambling service providers including many
of Alderney’s licensees she has a keen sense of what they require
from a jurisdiction: a strong pragmatic regulator who understands
the commercial environment, a resilient technical infrastructure, a
favourable tax system, excellent support services and a fees system
that allows businesses to grow.
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The Asian Gaming Experts Since 1993
Full Asian capabilities from the world’s leading independent gaming consultant for casino owners, investors, developers,
operators, suppliers and regulators worldwide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-Money Laundering Consulting Services
Casino Development Services
Casino Operational Services
Compliance Auditing
Economic Impact Studies
Feasibility Studies
Internet Gaming and Public Policy
Investigations and Due Diligence (Financial and Integrity)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Litigation Support and Expert Witness Service
Market Assessments
Marketing Research (Patron/Consumer)
Public Policy Guidance (including Tax Policy)
Regulatory Consulting
Restructurings, Distressed Properties/Acquisition Services
Strategic Planning

Spectrum assists both public- and private-sector clients in developing and maintaining the highest standards of integrity.
We bring a wealth of hands-on experience, having worked throughout Asia for nearly a quarter-century in every aspect of
gaming regulation, due diligence, financial and market analysis, and policy analysis.
With both experience and an outstanding reputation within the gaming industry in Asia and around the world, we work
under international standards, imperative in the development of viable gaming projects that withstand governmental
regulatory and licensing scrutiny.

contact us:

Bangkok: +66-2-626-0250
Guangzhou: +86-20-8130-7421
Hong Kong: +852-2159-9154
Tokyo: +81-3-6673-4299
USA: +1-609-926-5100

www.spectrumgaming.com

www.spec-oso.com
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Understanding anti-money
laundering efforts worldwide

In Macau and elsewhere in Asia, and indeed around the world, there is sometimes a
sense that casinos are being singled out for money-laundering scrutiny and that it
is somehow unfair.

T
Frederic
E. Gushin*

he crackdown on corruption in China has had a dramatic
impact on gaming revenues in Macau. Projected gaming
revenues for 2016 are expected to be about US$25
billion, down from US$44 billion in 2013. The crackdown on
corruption is obviously complex but clearly involves a money
laundering component. The VIP rooms operated by third parties
in Macau have long been suspected by gaming regulators
and law enforcement of assisting patrons in the laundering
of funds to offshore accounts. Macau casino companies
operating premium mass play have taken proactive measures
to better control high-value patron activities, but VIP room
operators have a long way to go to achieve compliance with
international anti-money-laundering (AML) requirements.
The fight against money laundering has been a significant
regulatory and law enforcement issue for more than 30 years.
In the mid-1980s, the G-7 countries established the Financial
Action Task Force (FATF), based in Paris, to oversee AML
efforts worldwide. The European Parliament underscored
the global AML commitment in May 2015, when it adopted
the Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive. The EU has
made money laundering a top priority for twenty years. The
governing body said the new measure will strengthen AML
efforts by:
• facilitating the work of Financial Intelligence Units
from different Member States to identify and follow
suspicious transfers of money and facilitate the
exchange of information;
• establishing a coherent policy towards non-EU countries
that have deficient anti-money laundering and counterterrorist financing regimes; and
• ensuring full traceability of funds transfers within, to
and from the European Union.2
Importantly for the purposes of this chapter, the Fourth
Directive takes notice of casinos – and all forms of gambling
– with respect to combatting money laundering.
The use of gambling sector services to launder the
proceeds of criminal activity is of concern. In order to mitigate
the risks relating to gambling services, this Directive should
provide for an obligation for providers of gambling services
posing higher risks to apply customer due diligence measures
for single transactions amounting to EUR 2 000 or more.
Member States should ensure that obliged entities apply
the same threshold to the collection of winnings, wagering a
stake, including by the purchase and exchange of gambling
chips, or both. Providers of gambling services with physical
premises, such as casinos and gaming houses, should
ensure that customer due diligence, if it is taken at the point
2. See European Commission press release dated May 20, 2015: http://
europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-5001_en.htm
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of entry to the premises, can be linked to the transactions
conducted by the customer on those premises. However, in
proven low-risk circumstances, Member States should be
allowed to exempt certain gambling services from some or
all of the requirements laid down in this Directive. The use of
an exemption by a Member State should be considered only
in strictly limited and justified circumstances, and where the
risks of money laundering or terrorist financing are low. Such
exemptions should be subject to a specific risk assessment
which also considers the degree of vulnerability of the applicable
transactions. They should be notified to the Commission. In
the risk assessment, Member States should indicate how
they have taken into account any relevant findings in the
reports issued by the Commission in the framework of the
supranational risk assessment.
Member EU countries have two years from the June 26,
2015, effective date to turn the Directive rules into national laws.
Initially FATF issued recommendations to countries;
encouraged the establishment of regional organizations such
as the Caribbean Financial Action Task Force, the Asia Pacific
Group and others; and established a system of peer group
review on a country by country basis.3 The initial 40 FATF
recommendations have been supplemented over the years
by other recommendations to reflect the changing nature
of the threats to include terrorism financing.4 These initial
recommendations included the establishment of suspicious
transaction reporting. The casino requirements are just one
component of general financial institution reporting including
banks, money remitters and other such institutions.
As a result of these efforts money laundering itself is, of
course, a crime, but further enables a broad range of crimes
including terrorism, drug trafficking, embezzlement, and illegal
gambling. In the aftermath of 9/11 in the United States and
a series of terrorist incidents in Europe and Asia, the flow of
money to terrorist groups has taken a higher priority among
law enforcement and gaming regulators.
To combat money laundering, enactment and enforcement
of AML regulations and having the governmental will to
enforce these laws and regulations are key elements of
any well-regulated gaming jurisdiction. Cornerstones of any
AML and Know Your Customer (KYC) regimes in the casino
industry are the exclusion of criminal elements from owning
or operating in the industry, and overt identification of persons
involved in suspicious or large transactions.
AML became a front-burner issue for the casino industry
in the United States in 2013, and it was made ever clearer
by Jennifer Shasky Calvery, Director of the U.S. Financial
3. See FATF Mutual Evaluations at http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/mutualevaluations/
4. See FATF Recommendations at http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/fatfrecommendations/documents/fatf-recommendations.html
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Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), in her September
24, 2013, address to the Global Gaming Expo in Las Vegas
and in her June 12, 2014, address to the Bank Secrecy
Act Conference in Las Vegas. Among her key remarks that
emphasize a focus on the casino industry:
Casinos are responsible for reporting suspicious activity
when they suspect that the money being brought to them
for gaming derives from an illegal source. ... Those casinos
that do choose to ignore their AML obligations and operate
outside of the law are going to be held accountable. FinCEN
will act to stop abuses of the U.S. financial system.
Significant amounts of money coming in from jurisdictions
reported to have high crime or corruptions present greater
risks to you. Under a risk-based approach, these situations
represent times when you may need to learn more about
your customer and his or her source of wealth to identify
suspicious activity.
When you are affiliated with or have relations with a
casino in an overseas jurisdiction, such as Macau, or when
you are receiving patrons through overseas junket operators,
you need to be concerned about potentially illicit sources of
funds issues and strength of AML controls in the originating
overseas jurisdiction.
Importantly, Director Calvery emphasized that casinos
embrace a “culture of compliance,” which is a key provision
of the BSA. Among the actions that should be taken: Casinos
are required to detect and report if an amount involves
or aggregates to $5,000 (the best practice is to report all
suspicious activity regardless of amount – the Safe Harbor
provision); the institution devotes adequate resources to its
compliance function; the compliance program is effective by,
among other things, ensuring it is tested by an independent,
competent party; and its leadership and staff understand the
purpose of its BSA/AML efforts and how its reporting is used.

The United States Bank Secrecy Act has led to stringent
regulations within the United States casino industry and
worldwide that mandate a compliance program that must
include:
1. Development of internal controls;
2. Training of the casino employees;
3. Independent testing for compliance;
4. The appointment of a compliance officer who is
responsible for day-to-day compliance with the law and the
casino’s AML program;
5. Procedures for using all available information to
determine, when required, the name, address and Social
Security Number, and to verify the identity of a person; and
6. Procedures for using all available information to
determine any transactions or patterns of transactions
required to be reported as suspicious, and procedures for
using computers to aid in assuring compliance, if the casino
has computerized systems.
These same procedures or variations to reflect
requirements in specific jurisdictions are valid for casinos
operating international and should be the starting point for
effective AML controls. One thing is certain, the AML issue and
the corruption issues will not be going away anytime soon.
*About the author
Frederic Gushin founded Spectrum Gaming Group in 1993 after
working 13 years for the New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement,
where he was Assistant Director and Assistant Attorney General. Gushin
has worked with private sector clients throughout the United States,
the Caribbean, South America, Asia and Europe on a wide range
of issues. With Spectrum, Gushin has led engagements evaluating
casino operations for compliance (including AML Compliance) for
private sector and governmental clients for over 30 years.
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Anti-money laundering &
counter financing of terrorism
(AML/CFT) and gambling
In response to the threat money laundering posed to the banking system and financial
institutions the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) was established by the G-7 in 1989,
initially comprising the G-7, European Commission, and 8 other countries. In April
1990 the FATF issued Forty Recommendations intended to provide jurisdictions with a
comprehensive plan to combat money laundering.

Alan
Pedley*

I

n October 2001, following the 11-Sep attacks in the USA,
8 Special Recommendations were added to deal with
terrorist financing. These were followed by another Special
Recommendation and the 40+9 Recommendations in October
2003. The current version International Standards on Combatting
Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism Proliferation
– The FATF Recommendations was issued in February 2012
with updates in 2013 and 2015.
Almost all countries are committed to the FATF
Recommendations, notable exceptions being North Korea
and Iran.
In its 2001-2002 Annual Report the FATF identified,
“Another major issue of concern is the increased use by
criminals of professionals and other intermediaries in laundering
criminal funds. The FATF is therefore considering extending
the Forty Recommendations to: casinos and other gambling
businesses…” and sure enough casinos have been included
since the 2003 Recommendations.
It’s established then. The FATF has included casinos as
money laundering risks since 2003, allowing more than 12
years for countries to implement effective controls in accordance
with its recommendations.
Who complies?
The FATF evaluates compliance through FATF Style
Regional Bodies (FSRBs), the regional FSRB being the Asia
Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG), which undertake
periodic mutual evaluations (a peer review between member
jurisdictions). It takes some time to get around all participating
countries and the current APG schedule will take several more
years to conclude.
Philippines
The recent revelations that Manila casinos have been used
to launder money, reportedly shocked Philippine politicians
and were met with disbelief by PAGCOR (the Philippine
Amusement and Gaming Corp). When allegations first
emerged that Manila casinos had been targeted to launder
up to US$100M PAGCOR’s chair and CEO Cristino “Bong”
Naguiat is reported to have said, “… (a casino is the) riskiest
place to launder dirty money and investigators should look
elsewhere”.
The July 2009 Mutual Evaluation Report (MER) for the
Philippines found, “There is currently no effective regulation
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and supervision of casinos for AML/CFT purposes, which
causes significant concerns given the yearly business volume
recorded by the industry. However, the draft bill currently before
Congress – if enacted – would include DNFBPs in the list of
covered institutions under the AMLA (Anti-Money Laundering
Act)”. Hence, more than 6 years ago the Philippines was on
notice that casinos needed to be included in its AML laws.
The APG stated in its 2009 evaluation that the Philippines
had draft legislation to include casinos under its AML laws –
money laundering in casinos seemed to be coming under
control; enter Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation
(PAGCOR). The Philippines has an interesting hierarchy in that
regulation of casinos is the responsibility of the operator and
tasked with raising revenue, with a 3 pronged mandate: (1)
regulate, operate and licence games of chance… particularly
casino gaming in the Philippines; (2) generate revenues for
the Philippine government’s… programs; and (3) help promote
the Philippine tourism industry. NOTE: freedom of crime and
AML/CFT are not mandates of PAGCOR.
It is now accepted that there was an attempt to launder
approximately $80M, stolen from accounts of the Government
of Bangladesh, through Manila casinos. During the media
bombardment over the last couple of months we have learned
that the Government of the Philippines has not included casinos
in its anti-money laundering (AML) and counter financing of
terrorism (CTF). Furthermore, the omission of gambling was
not an oversight but an exclusion following PAGCOR lobbying.
Macao
The clamp down on money laundering at Macao casinos
is widely publicised and analysts attribute this clampdown
to the profit decreases among Macao casinos over the last
couple of years.
Singapore
Evidence from Singapore indicates that it takes AML/CFT
in its casino sector very seriously.
Australia
Australia’s Tabcorp Ltd is before the Federal Court, with the
Australian Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre
(AUSTRAC) (Australia’s financial intelligence unit) alleging
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breaches of Australia’s AML/CFT laws. Tabcorp faces up to
(AU$17M ≈ US$12.5M) in fines. Tabcorp has been publicly
listed since 1994, so self-regulation cannot be the reason for
any breaches – if proven.
USA (including Northern Mariana Islands)
The Tinian Dynasty Hotel & Casino in the Northern
Mariana Islands was fined US$75M by the US Treasury’s
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN). Other
recent settlements have been reached by FinCEN: Caesars
(US$8M in Sep-2015), Trump Taj Mahal (US$10M in Mar2015), an earlier US$47M against Sands in 2013, and more
recent imposts on casinos and poker clubs for AML breaches.
Why comply?
Some countries are motivated to comply with FATF
recommendations because of the threat of being named and
shamed through mutual evaluation reports, watch lists, black
lists etc. “The Bark is the Bite: International Organizations
and Blacklisting” argues that “blacklisting by international
organizations can be an effective means of bringing about
compliance in otherwise recalcitrant states” (Sharman, 2009)2.
This is widely accepted as the motivation for jurisdictional
compliance. Non-compliance can lead to increased cost to
business and investment, flight of capital, and general harmful
impact on economies.
Most likely the world’s G20 countries are less worried about
being named and shamed and more interested in doing the
naming and shaming. Yet punitive action to date is occurring
at these… will these countries continue apparent patience
to money laundering in non-G20 countries, while enforcing
AML/CFT compliance at home?
Can countries simply wait for FATF pressure to change?
The Asia Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG)
advise that the Philippines is scheduled for an on-site mutual
evaluation in 2018, so there is time to act before the FATF and
the international community are likely to take action.
This might provide the industry with a few years of casino
profiteering without AML/CFT laws.
Other indirect pressures to comply
However, there appears to be other forces at play. In an
August 2014 Reuters reported:
Large global banks are facing increased pressure from
U.S. regulators to clamp down on casino money-laundering
as the government pushes the industry to police not only its
own transactions but customers’ as well…
… the U.S. crackdown has resulted in unprecedented
scrutiny and collaboration between the two industries, including
banks vetting casino customers’ anti-money laundering systems,
checking to make sure casinos don’t accept anonymous wire
transfers, and offering databases and other information to help
the gaming industry identify risky transactions.
… In light of the enforcement actions and tough public
statements by federal authorities, banks have begun taking
further steps to ensure their casinos customers’ accounts are
legitimate. As opposed to merely asking whether a casino has
anti-money laundering programs, banks are now reviewing
them and conducting onsite work to test their efficacy.
1. Sharman, J. C. (2009). The Bark is the Bite: International Organizations and Blacklisting. Review of International Political Economy, 16(4),
573-596.

This is borne out by my personal experiences with banking
and casinos in non G20 countries. As recently as this May2016 it is reported in “The Daily Herald”, St Maarten, “Court
prevents Royal Bank of Canada from closing casinos’ accounts”.3
The times they are a changin’
Jurisdictions which have not acted against money laundering
in their gambling sectors are slowly being exposed and AML/
CFT laws encroach more and more into gambling industries.
The timing is uncertain, but it seems unlikely the Philippines
will continue to tolerate its casinos to be exempt from money
laundering laws for much longer. Overtime other countries
are expected to follow suit.
FUTURE ARTICLE:
European tolerance of AML vulnerabilities in Asia’s live
gaming studios
*About the author
Alan Pedley is a principal consultant at regulatory consulting
firm, Governance Associates. Since leaving the Northern Territory
regulatory authority, Alan has specialised in consulting to gambling
regulatory authorities worldwide. In addition to gambling regulation,
Alan is accredited by the Australian Transactions Reports and
Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC) as an external auditor pursuant to the
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act. and
is a member of the International Masters of Gaming Law (IMGL).
2. http://www.businessinsider.com/r-regulators-pushing-banks-to-rid-casinos-of-money-laundering-2014-15
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